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Abstract

In this thesis, we introduce multi-splay trees (MSTs) and prove several results
demonstrating that MSTs have most of the useful properties different BSTs have.
First, we prove a close variant of the splay tree access lemma [ST85] for multi-splay
trees, a lemma that implies MSTs have the O(log n) runtime property, the static finger
property, and the static optimality property. Then, we extend the access lemma by
proving the remassing lemma, which is similar to the reweighting lemma for splay
trees [Geo04]. The remassing lemma shows that MSTs satisfy the working set property
and key-independent optimality and are competitive to parametrically balanced trees,
as defined in [Geo04]. After proving the remassing lemma, we also prove that MSTs
achieve the O(log log n)-competitiveness and that sequential access in MSTs costs O(n).

Then we extend the static model naturally to allow insertions and deletions and
show how to carry out these operations in multi-splay trees to achieve O(log log n)-
competitiveness, a result no other BST scheme has been proved to have. In addition,
we prove that MSTs satisfy the deque property, which is still an open problem for
splay trees since it was conjectured in 1985 [Tar85]. While it is easy to construct a
BST that trivially satisfies the deque property, no other BST scheme satisfying other
useful properties has been proved to have deque property. Together, these results show
that MSTs satisfy most of the important properties satisfied by different binary search
trees.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Efficiently maintaining and manipulating totally ordered sets is a fundamental prob-
lem in computer science. The sets manipulated by algorithms can grow, shrink and
change over time. Specifically, many algorithms need a data structure that can effi-
ciently support several operations, such as insertion, deletion, predecessor, successor
and membership testing. A standard data structure that maintains a totally ordered
set and supports these operations is a binary search tree (BST). Various binary search
trees have been independently invented by a number of researchers in the early 1960s
[Knu73]. Over the years, many binary search trees achieved the theoretical minimum
number of O(log n) key comparisons needed per operation. Hence, many BST algo-
rithms are optimal (up to a constant) using worst case analysis. However, for many
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sequences σ of m operations, the optimal cost for executing the sequences is o(m log n).
To exploit the patterns of query sequences from specific applications, such as randomly
and independently drawn queries from a fixed distribution1, finger search2, and sequen-
tial queries3, researchers have designed specialized binary search trees that efficiently
support various types of patterns.

In 1985, Sleator and Tarjan [ST85, Tar85] showed that it is possible to efficiently
handle all the query patterns mentioned above (and many more) in a single binary
search tree called splay tree. A splay tree is a self-adjusting form of binary search
tree such that each time a node in the tree is accessed, that node is moved to the
root according to an algorithm called splaying. In a splay tree, all accesses and up-
dates (e.g. query, insert, delete) are accomplished by using the splaying algorithm.
A splay tree has a number of remarkable properties explained in Section 4, includ-
ing the Balance Theorem [ST85], the Static Optimality Theorem [ST85], the Static
Finger Theorem [ST85], the Working Set Theorem [ST85], the Scanning Theorem
[Sun89a, Tar85, Sun92, Elm04], the Reweighting Lemma, [Geo04] the Dynamic Finger
Theorem [CMSS00, Col00], the Key Independence properties [Iac02], and competi-
tiveness to parametrically balanced trees [Geo04]. Since splay tree has satisfied many
necessary properties of an O(1)-competitive binary search tree, Sleator and Tarjan pro-
posed the Dynamic Optimality Conjecture, which states splay tree (without insertions
and deletions) is O(1)-competitive to the optimal off-line binary search tree. After
more than 20 years, the Dynamic Optimality Conjecture remains an open problem.

Since no one has shown that any binary search tree is O(1)-competitive, Demaine,
Harmon, Iacono and Pătraşcu [DHIP04] suggested searching for alternative binary
search tree algorithms that have small but non-constant competitive factors. They
proposed tango, a BST algorithm that achieves a competitive ratio of O(log log n).
Tango is the first data structure proved to achieve a nontrivial competitive factor.
Unfortunately, tango does not satisfy many of the necessary conditions of a constant
competitive binary search tree.

In this thesis, we introduce a new data structure called multi-splay trees. We prove
that multi-splay trees (MST’s) can efficiently execute most query sequences proven to
execute efficiently on most binary search trees.

2 Binary Search Tree Model

In order to discuss the optimality of BST algorithms, we need to give a precise definition
of this class of algorithms and their costs. The model we use is implied by Sleator and
Tarjan [ST85] and developed in detail by Wilber [Wil89]. A static set of n keys is
stored in the nodes of a binary tree. The keys are from a totally ordered universe, and
they are stored in symmetric (left to right) order. Each node has a pointer to its left
child, to its right child, and to its parent. Also, each node may keep o(log n) bits of
additional information but no additional pointers.

1See [Knu71, Fre75, Meh75, Meh79, GW77, HT71, HKT79, Unt79, Hu82, Kor81, KV81, BST85]
2See [BY76, GMPR77, Tsa86, TvW88, HL79, Har80, HM82, Fle93, SA96, BLM+03, Pug89, Pug90,

Iac01b, Bro05]
3See [Tar85, Sun89a, Sun92, Elm04]
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A BST algorithm is required to process a sequence of queries σ = σ1, σ2, . . . , σm.
Each access σi is a query to a key σ̂i in the tree4, and the requested nodes must be
accessed in the specified order. Each access starts from the root and follows pointers
until the desired node (the one with key σ̂i) is reached. The algorithm is allowed to
update the fields in any node or rotate any edges that it touches along the way. The
cost of the algorithm to execute a query sequence is defined to be the number of nodes
touched.

Finally, we do not allow any information to be preserved from one access to the
next, other than the nodes’ fields and a pointer to the root of the tree. It is easy to see
that this definition is satisfied by all of the standard BST algorithms, such as red-black
trees and splay trees.

3 Competitive Analysis on BST

Given any initial tree T0 and any m-element access sequence σ, for any BST algorithm
satisfying these requests, the cost can be defined using the model in Section 2. Thus,
we can define OPT(T0, σ) to be the minimum cost of any BST algorithm for satis-
fying these requests starting with initial tree T0. Furthermore, since the number of
rotations needed to change any binary search tree of n nodes into another one is at
most O(n) [Cra72, CW82, STT86, Mäk88, LP89], it follows that OPT(T0, σ) differs
from OPT(T ′

0, σ) by at most O(n). Thus, as long as m = Ω(n), the initial tree is
irrelevant. We denote the off-line optimal cost starting from the best possible initial
tree as OPT(σ). Similarly, for any on-line binary search algorithm A, A(σ) denotes
the on-line cost to execute σ starting from the worst initial tree. Because the initial
tree of a BST algorithm could be a very unbalanced binary search tree, we assume the
number of operations, m, is greater than n log n to avoid unfairly penalizing the on-line
BST algorithm.

An on-line binary search tree algorithm A is T -competitive if

∀σA(σ) < T ∗ OPT(σ) + O(m).

Currently, the best competitive on-line binary search trees [DHIP04, SW04, Geo05,
WDS06] are O(log log n)-competitive. While we do not know if it is possible to have
an O(1)-competitive BST, we know an extensive list of properties that any O(1)-
competitive BST must satisfy.

4 Properties of an O(1)-competitive BST

Before we move on to discuss the properties identified as necessary for an O(1)-
competitive BST, let us first discuss the assumptions of this section. In this section,
all sequences of operations are assumed to involve only queries. We call a sequence
without insertions and deletions a query sequence. Since the set of keys do not change,
we can assume WLOG that there are n keys numbered from 1, 2, . . . , n.

Now we are ready for a complete list of the useful binary search tree properties.

4WLOG, this model is only concerned with successful searches [AW98].
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Figure 1: This figure shows the implication relationships for the list of properties in Section 4
and Section 6. The minimum set of edges are shown so that the transitive closure of the
above graph includes all the implications. This graph contains almost all of the analyzed
static query patterns. I hypothesize that multi-splay trees efficiently execute most classes
of query patterns proved on BSTs plus a few more. I hope to prove that MSTs have all of
the above properties in my thesis except the O(1)-competitive property, the O(1)-dynamic-
competitive property, and the traversal property. (Maverick Woo conjectured that MSTs
have the dynamic finger property [private communication]. If Maverick Woo proves the
dynamic finger property on MSTs, then the proof will not be part of my thesis.) If I can
prove my hypothesis, then multi-splay trees would be the only data structure proved to
satisfy both the O(log log n)-dynamic competitive property and the deque property.
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Property 1. A binary search tree structure has the O(log n) runtime property if it
executes every σ in time O(m log n)

In the worst case, some query sequences will need Ω(m log n) time [Wil89]. Thus,
having this property implies the data structure is theoretically optimal under worst
case analysis. Almost every binary search tree has the O(log n) runtime property.

Property 2. [ST85] A binary search tree structure has the static finger property if it
executes every σ in time O(m +

∑m
i=1 log(|f − σi| + 1)) for all possible finger f .

There exists a specialized data [GMPR77, Bro98] structure for a fix initialization
of f . However, for a data structure to have the static finger property, it must have
the finger search running time for all possible fingers f without knowing the finger at
initialization.

Property 3. [AW98] A binary search tree structure A is O(1)-distribution-competitive
if for all n, all distributions D on n elements and all initial trees T0, the expected cost for
A to serve a request is less than a constant times the optimal static tree for distribution
D.

An example of a binary search tree that satisfies only the O(1)-distribution-competitive
property is the move-to-root binary search tree [AM78]. This binary search tree always
rotates the queried node x repeatedly until x become the root. Because the optimal
static tree for a fixed distribution D is a static tree, the O(1)-distribution-competitive
property is implied by the static optimality property.

Property 4. [ST85] A binary search tree structure has the static optimality property
if the time to execute σ is O(m +

∑m
i=1 f(i) log(m/f(i)), where f(i) is the number of

times key i is queried.

Because Ω(
∑m

i=1 f(i) log(m/f(i))) [Abr63] is an informational theoretical lower
bound on the worse sequences of queries with frequency f(i), the binary search trees
with static optimality is constant competitive to any static binary search tree, includ-
ing the optimal static tree for distribution D. Several data structures [Knu71, Fre75,
Meh75, Meh79, GW77, HT71, HKT79, Unt79, Hu82, Kor81, KV81, BST85] have the
static optimality, but they need to know m/f(i) during initialization. On the other
hand, Splay tree has the static optimality property without knowing the frequency
m/f(i) in advance. Any data structure with the static optimality property also has
the static finger property [Iac01a].

Property 5. [ST85] A binary search tree structure has the working set property if the
time to execute σ is O(m +

∑m
i=1 log d(l(i), i)), where d(i, j) is the number of distinct

keys accessed in the subsequence σi, σi+1 . . . σj , and l(i) is the index of the last access
to σi in the subsequence σ1, σ2, . . . σi−1. (l(i) = d(1, i − 1) if σi does not appear in the
subsequence.)

The working set property implies both static finger and static optimality. It also
implies that if all queries are in a small subset of keys of size k, then the query sequence
can be executed in O(m log k). In many applications, such as compression [Jon88,
GRVW95], a recently queried element is likely to be queried again. These recent
queries are exactly the element with low amortized cost in the working set property.
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Property 6. [Iac02] A binary search tree structure has the key-independent property
if the time to execute σ is O(E[OPT (b(σ))]), where b is random bijection of the keys
from n to n.

Iacono [Iac02] introduced the key-independent optimality as another necessary con-
dition for an O(1)-competitive binary search tree, and he proved that the key indepen-
dent property is equivalent to the working set property up to a multiplicative constant
factor.

Property 7. [ST85] A binary search tree structure has the access property if for any
positive weight assignment w(x) for each element, the time to execute σ is O(m +∑m

i=1 log W
s(σi)

), where W =
∑n

i=1 w(i), s(σi) must be greater than w(σi) (and s(x) can

depend on the structure of the binary search tree).

With a simple weight assignment, this property implies the static finger and the
static optimality properties [ST85]. Because of the flexibility in assigning weights, the
access property can be used to combine and generalize properties proved with weight
assignment. For instance, the access property implies that for any constant number of
finger f1, f2...fk, the amortized cost to execute a sequence is summation of the log of
the distance to the closest finger. That is, O(m +

∑m
i=1 minj log(|fj − ai| + 1)).

Property 8. [Geo04] Let wi(x) be any positive weight assignment of x right before ith

query. A binary search tree structure has the reweight property if the time to execute
σ is O(m +

∑m
i=1 log Wi

wi(σi)
+

∑m
i=2

∑n
j=1 log max(0, wi(j)

wi−1(j))), where Wi =
∑n

j=1 wi(j).

This property is almost the same as the access property with an additional reweight
operation, and the cost to increase the weight of element from old to new is roughly
O(log new

old
). The reweight operation is not an operation in the data structure, it is

merely used in the analysis. The reweight operation enables the analysis to adapt to
the query patterns and prove tighter bounds [Geo04].

Property 9. A binary search tree structure has the dynamic finger property if the
time to execute σ is O(m +

∑m
i=2 log(d(i) + 1)), where d(i) is the difference in rank

between the ith query and the (i − 1)th query.

Brodal [Bro05] wrote a chapter on finger search trees and some of the common data
structures with the dynamic finger property. Several search trees [BY76, GMPR77,
Tsa86, TvW88, HL79, Har80, HM82, Fle93, SA96, BLM+03] have this property, but
many violate the definition of Binary Search Tree. For instance, the level linked (2, 4)-
tree of Huddleston and Mehlhorn [HM82] and unified data structure of Iacono [Iac01b,
BD04] use extra pointers that are not valid in the BST model; randomized skip lists
of Pugh [Pug89, Pug90] duplicates the same key multiple times, which is a violation
of the BST model; or the auxiliary hand data structure of Blelloch, Maggs and Woo
[BMW03] maintains extra pointers into a degree balanced binary search tree. Splay
tree [ST85] is one of the few data structure that satisfies the binary search tree model
and has the dynamic finger property [CMSS00, Col00].

Property 10. [Tar85, ST85] A binary search tree structure has the scanning property
if the time to execute σ = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n is O(n) starting at any valid initial tree.
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Property 11. [ST85] A binary search tree data structure has the traversal property if
given any initial tree T0 and a input tree Ti, the cost of sequentially querying elements
in the order they appear in preorder of Ti is O(n).

When Ti is a right path, the elements in preorder of Ti is 1, 2, . . . n, which is exactly
the query sequence in the scanning property. Thus, any data structure that satisfies
this property also satisfies the scanning property. While any O(1)-competitive binary
search tree must have the traversal property, no binary search tree is known to have
the traversal property. However, special case of the traversal property (when T0 = Ti

[CH93], or when Ti is a right path [Sun89a, Tar85, Sun92, Elm04]) was proved for splay
trees.

Property 12. A binary search tree data structure has the O(log log n)-competitive
property if it executes σ in time O(log log n) ∗ OPT (σ).

The O(log log n)-competitive property is currently the best competitive (and only
non-trivial) bound proved for a binary search tree [DHIP04, SW04, Geo05, WDS06].

Property 13. A binary search tree structure is competitive to parametrically balanced
trees if the data structure is O(1)-competitive to parametrically balanced trees.

Parametrically balanced trees is a large class of balance search trees introduced by
Georgakopoulos [Geo04]. The class includes most balanced trees, such as BB(α)-trees
[NR73, BM80], AVL-trees [AVL62], half-balanced trees [Oli82, Ove83], B-tree [RB72].
These parametrically balanced trees are allowed to restructure based on future queries
and pay a small cost proportional to the number of local changes in the structure. Since
Georgakopoulos [Geo04] has a detailed description on this class of balanced trees, we
omit the details here.

To continue with properties that include insertion and deletion, we must first define
the dynamic BST model.

5 Dynamic BST model

Before we can reason about the properties and competitiveness of dynamic binary
search trees, we must introduce an intuitive definition of what it means for a dynamic
BST to be competitive. We assume an arbitrary dynamic BST algorithm A must
execute a sequence of operations σ = σ1, . . . , σm, each of which is query(σ̂i), insert(σ̂i),
or delete(σ̂i). For each σi, we assume A must pay the following costs:

• To execute query(σ̂i), it must pay for touching each node on the path from the
root to σ̂i.

• To execute insert(σ̂i), it must pay for inserting the node at a leaf in addition to
the traversal to get there. This is reasonable because A must search for σ̂i to
realize its BST does not contain σ̂i.
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• To execute delete(σ̂i), it must pay for accessing σ̂i and for performing rotations
until σ̂i has no children (at which point, the node can be removed).5

During (or after) each operation, a BST algorithm may perform any rotations
it wishes at the cost of one per rotation. The cost of an operation is simply the
total number of nodes touched, plus the number of rotations. Without insertions and
deletions, this definition would be identical to the one in Section 2. We use DOPT(σ)
to refer to the cost of an optimal off-line dynamic BST algorithm executing σ (starting
from the best possible initial tree).

6 Properties of an O(1)-dynamic-competitive BST

Partly because competitive analysis in standard BST model is already difficult, there
are few results on the dynamic BST model. Below is a list of properties researchers
have considered or mentioned. Of the properties below, the O(log log n)-dynamic-
competitive property and the deque property is not proved on any other binary search
tree. In my thesis, I plan to prove that MSTs satisfy all of the following properties.

Property 14. [Tar85] A binary search tree has the deque property if a sequence of m
push, pop, inject and eject operation is executed in time O(m + n).

Splay trees are conjectured to satisfy the deque property [Tar85]. Lucas [Luc88]
showed that the total cost of a sequence of ejects and pops is O(nα(n, n)) if the initial
tree is a simple path of n nodes. Currently, the best bound is proved by Sundar
[Sun89a, Sun89b, Sun92]. He showed that splay trees can execute a sequence of m
deque operations on n nodes in O((m + n)α(m + n, n + n)).

Tarjan [Tar85] proved that splay tree satisfy a special case of the deque property -
the output restricted deque property.

Property 15. A binary search tree has the output restricted deque property if a se-
quence of m push, pop and inject operation is execute in time O(m + n)

Property 16. A binary search tree has the O(log log n)-dynamic-competitive property
if it execute every sequence σ of queries, inserts and deletes in time O(log log n ∗
DOPT (σ)).

MST is the only data structure proved to satisfy this property. However, it may be
possible to prove this property on many of the existing O(log log n)-competitive BSTs
with some small modifications.

7 Previous MST related work and future plans

Wang, Derryberry and Sleator [WDS06] showed that MSTs satisfy the O(log n) run-
time property, the scanning property, the O(log log n)-competitive property and the

5In this model, we do not allow BSTs to swap nodes and contract edges during deletion. This implies that
it must also pay for accessing both pred(σ̂i) and succ(σ̂i). Because of this restriction, small modifications are
necessary to include many standard binary search trees in this model.
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O(log log n)-dynamic-competitive property. From private conversation with Maverick
Woo, MSTs are also likely to have the dynamic finger property (work in progress).

I hypothesize that multi-splay trees efficiently execute most classes of query patterns
proved on BSTs plus a few more. I hope to prove in this thesis that MSTs satisfy all
of the properties in Figure 1 except the O(1)-competitive property, the O(1)-dynamic-
competitive property and the traversal property. Excluding those that are already
proved, I expect to finish the proofs for the following properties (in alphabetical order):
the access property, the competitive to parametrically balanced tree property, the deque
property, the key-independent property, the O(1) distribution-competitive property,
the output restricted deque property, the reweight property, the static finger property,
the static optimality property, and the working set property. In fact, if I can prove
my hypothesis, then multi-splay tree would be the only binary search tree proved to
satisfy both the O(log log n)-dynamic competitive property and the deque property,
which was conjectured on splay trees in 1985. (While it is easy to construct a BST
that trivially satisfies the deque property, no other BST scheme satisfying other useful
properties has been proved to have deque property.)
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